This paper proposes a navigation system of a personal mobility robot in informationally structured and unstructured environments. First, we introduce a group of robots named Portable Go, which are equipped with laser range finders, gyros, and omni-directional wheels. The Portable Go robots expand the informationally structured environment by deploying in the informationally unstructured environment in advance. Then, a personal mobility robot based on an electric wheelchair is guided by eleven Portable Go robots in the new informationally structured environment which is just created by the Portable Go robots. Through navigation experiments, we verify that the proposed system navigates the personal mobility robot from the informationally structured environment to the informationally unstructured environment smoothly by using the Portable Go robots.
Introduction
Due to the growth of our aging population, the expectation for service robots, which provide various service tasks and support our daily lives, is increasing more and more. Various types of service robots, such as PR2 (Willow Garage) and HSR (TOYOTA), have been developed so far to perform daily tasks. Basically, these robots are self-contained, which means they are equipped with a processing unit and a number of sensors, such as a laser range finder, a stereo camera, or a tactile sensor. However, the service robot is expected to perform service tasks that are complicated and cover a wide range. Users also have various demands according to the situation. In addition, the daily life environment is also quite complicated and varies dynamically. Therefore, limitations exist for a self-contained robot to provide proper services every time due to its underdeveloped sensing and processing capabilities. Instead of a self-contained robot, another approach using an informationally structured environment (ISE) has been proposed to support a robot providing service activities. In the ISE, a variety of sensors are embedded beforehand in the surroundings of the service robot, and service tasks are planned and executed according to the rich sensory information obtained from not only the on-board sensors of the robot but also the embedded sensors in the environment.
We have been developing a software platform named the ROS-Town Management System (ROS-TMS) [1] for the ISE [2, 3] . ROS-TMS consists of several hierarchical layers that have functions for the control system of robots and sensors: the understanding of sensory information, task planning and execution, human interfaces, and a database. All these functions are implemented as execution nodes based on the ROS architecture. The information gathered by the embedded sensors are registered to the database in ROS-TMS and shared among service robots performing various service tasks in the environment. Therefore, the robots can provide various service tasks quite efficiently by using the common and rich information in the database.
We also have been developing a hardware platform for the ISE named Big Sensor Box (B-sen), shown in Fig. 1 , and have been conducting service experiments by various robots [3] . In B-sen, for example, an optical tracking system consisting of eighteen infrared cameras (Bonita, Vicon), some of which are shown in Fig. 2 , are installed on the ceiling, and the positions of objects, robots, and humans are measured with an accuracy that is less than 1 mm. RFID tags are attached to all the objects and RFID tag readers are installed in cabinets or refrigerators to detect the objects placed in them. A B-sen is located on the second floor of an academic building in Japan (Center for Co-Evolutional Social Systems, Kyushu University, Ito Campus). The setup is shown in Fig. 3 .
However, in the near future, when service robots are introduced into our daily life environments, we cannot expect that many sensors will be installed anywhere in an environment beforehand. Instead, most environments where the service robot will provide service tasks will have very few or no embedded sensors. Even in B-sen, once the robot leaves B-sen, no sensors are embedded in the corridor (Fig. 3) , and it is quite costly to install a lot of sensors in these environments afterward. In addition, in some areas, the service robot will seldom be operated and dense embedded sensors are not required.
As an example of a service robot, we investigate a personal mobility robot that moves in various environments automatically. If many sensors are installed beforehand (ISE), the personal mobility robot moves automatically by using the information obtained only by the embedded sensors. On the other hand, if no sensors are installed in the environment, which can be called as an informationally unstructured environment (N-ISE), the personal mobility robot has to move by using its installed onboard sensors [4] .
In this paper, we propose a group of mobile robots named "Portable Go", which expands the ISE in the N-ISE by spreading and monitoring an environment using onboard laser range finders. "Portable Go" consists of 11 small mobile robots named Portable Go robots, which are equipped with laser range finders and are able to move in the N-ISE by themselves by using Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) [5] . Thus, "Portable Go" can spread and manage a new ISE locally and temporally in a N-ISE. Next, as a case study, we conducted experiments of autonomous driving of a personal mobility robot, which is a service robot that a human can ride on (i.e., a wheelchair), through an ISE such as B-sen, and a N-ISE such as a corridor.
Note that one may think it is enough for a service robot to be equipped with on-board sensors, and neither embedded sensors nor an ISE are required. However, we think that the ISE will become a standard and fundamental facility for service robots in the future, and the N-ISE, where a service robot must perform service tasks by onboard sensors and processing units, should be informationally structured as much as possible. This is because, if the task space is informationally structured once, a variety of robots can be useful in our daily lives even if the sensing performance of each robot is inadequate. In addition, if a N-ISE can be converted to an ISE with low cost, we do not need to install expensive sensors such as a laser scanner in individual robots and even a simple and low cost robot with no or very limited sensors can perform intelligent service tasks in ISE. Otherwise, it is necessary to equip all service robots with expensive sensors, and the total cost will be higher than the initial cost for constructing ISE, especially if the number of robots increases. However, it is quite costly to install a lot of sensors anywhere in the environment afterward. In addition, in some areas, the service robot will seldom be operated and dense embedded sensors are not required. Therefore, it is meaningful that the environment is informationally structured adaptively and temporarily. Consequently, the task space should be informationally structured as much as possible even if it is temporal; thus, the proposed approach is meaningful to consider as a possible situation.
The purpose of this research is to develop a group of small sensor robots to acquire the position information of other moving objects such as robots and human in order to realize the autonomous driving of a robot. The position and velocity of moving objects is fundamental information and can be used in various applications for not only the autonomous driving but also the people flow/ counting analysis. However, in order to realize higherlevel intelligence, for example, natural human interaction or decision making in a complex environment, it is not enough to simply provide the position information and more advanced sensing systems such as speech recognition, object detection, or behavior estimation will be required.
Related work
Several studies have reported multi-robot collaboration by heterogeneous multiple robots not only to perform complex tasks that cannot be completed by a single robot but also to increase efficiency by sharing roles [6] [7] [8] [9] . Dorigo et al. proposed a heterogeneous multi-robot system named Swarmnoid [10] . In this system, mobile robots (foot-bots), arm robots (hand-bots), and flying robots (eye-bots) are used collaboratively and cooperatively. For example, multi-robots working together could perform complex tasks such as taking a book from a bookshelf. Especially, the flying robot is able to hang on a ceiling and watch the situation in a room from above. Thus, other robots can know the situation around them even in an unknown environment. The fundamental idea is that these robots can be localized and navigate by themselves by using on-board sensors or by the observations of relative positions between other robots. No studies have sufficiently addressed the case of robots without a localization function, or the case of navigation in various environments including ISE and N-ISE.
On the other hand, collaboration of Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV) and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) has been proposed in many studies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Sukhatme et al. [11] proposed a surveillance and navigation system of UGVs by a UAV. They utilized two mobile robots and a helicopter. The helicopter carried the mobile robots, landed on the ground, and issued instructions for the mobile robots to chase an intruder. Li et al. [14] proposed a takeoff, navigation, and landing system for a UAV by following LEDs attached on a UGV and using the on-board camera of the UAV. Instead of a UAV, a system consisting of a wall-climbing robot and UGVs was also proposed [21] . However, the sharing of roles in multirobot systems according to the performance of each robot and the navigation in various environments including an ISE and a N-ISE have not been discussed in detail in previous studies.
The multi-robot system proposed by Parker et al. [22, 23] is a closed system with a navigation system. This multi-robot system is the basis of our study. The proposed system of Parker et al. consists of parent and child robots. The parent robot is equipped with a laser sensor or a camera and has relatively high measurement performance. On the other hand, the child robot is equipped with a microphone and the performance is lower than that of the parent robot. Several child robots are guided by the parent robot and develop a sensor network in an indoor environment. However, the proposed system in this paper adopts a different approach. Mobile robots that have high measurement performance are deployed and develop a sensor network automatically in advance. Then, a personal mobility robot with lower measurement performance is guided by the sensor network. Thus, the number of measurement robots for developing the sensor network is not limited and the structure of the sensor network is dynamically adapted to various situations.
Portable Go and personal mobility robot

Portable Go
We designed and built a small omni-directional mobile sensor terminal (Fig. 4) equipped with a laser range finder (UST-20LX, Hokuyo, Table 1 ), a gyro (myAHRS+, Odroid, Table 2 ), a board PC (Odroid-XU4, Odroid, Table 3 ), a lithium polymer battery, a DC-DC converter, a wireless communication system, LEDs, and three omnidirectional rollers. We named this mobile sensor terminal "1Portable Go robot". The lower body of the Portable Go   Fig. 4 A mobile sensor terminal (Portable Go robot). The upper body can be detached from the base and used as a stand-alone sensor robot consists of three omni-directional rollers (Fig. 5) , a base controller (Arduino 328), geared motors, and encoders (Fig. 6) . The upper body of the Portable Go robot can be detached and used as a stand-alone sensor terminal (Fig. 7) . It is also possible to use it as a controller of various types of mobile robots (Fig. 8 ) [24] such as a standing ride type personal mobility robot (Fig. 9) . Using the laser range finder and the gyro, the Portable Go robot can identify its own position by a scan matching technique, detect obstacles, and measure the positions of pedestrians and other robots such as a personal mobility robot.
In total we built 11 Portable Go robots and named this group of robots "Portable Go" (Fig. 10) . 
Personal mobility robot
We developed a personal mobility robot, shown in Fig. 11 . The robot is based on an electric wheelchair for supporting the movement of a disabled person. In B-sen (an ISE), the position of the personal mobility robot is measured by the optical tracking system mentioned above, and manual control by a joy stick and automatic control by the ROS-TMS are both possible. In addition, by attaching a retroreflector board on the side of the wheels, we can detect and extract the wheels from range data measured by the laser range finder on the Portable Go robots using the strengths of the reflected laser power.
Note that, on the top of the personal mobility robot, an omni-directional laser scanner (HDL-32e, Velodyne) and GPS are installed and position identification in an outdoor environment is available by comparing 3D point clouds on the map with the measured range data [25] . However, as mentioned in "Introduction" section, we think that a personal mobility robot should be low cost as much as possible, and these expensive sensors such as the laser scanner should not be installed in each robot. Instead, these sensors should be provided in the environment so that the environment is informationally structured.
Navigation system
The structure of the control software is shown in Fig. 12 . In ISE such as B-sen, the position information measured by embedded sensors such as the optical tracking system (Fig. 2) is sent to the personal mobility robot. This optical tracking information is fused with the wheel odometry information taken by the Kalman filter, and then the position (2 DoFs) and orientation (1 DoF) are estimated. Next, the task planner in the ROS-TMS (TMS_RP, Robot Planning module) [3] plans the trajectory along the Voronoi boundaries to reach to the desired destination while keeping enough distance to avoid obstacles. Finally, the personal mobility robot controls its motion to move on the desired trajectory.
In the corridor in the COI building, no sensors are installed beforehand. Therefore, the Personal Go robots deploy in the N-ISE first and develop the sensor network. After the deployment, the personal mobility robot starts to move from the ISE (B-sen) and go into the newly developed ISE. The Personal Go robots find the personal mobility robot and measure the position and the orientation of the personal mobility robot by the on-board laser range finder. The position of the personal mobility robot is calculated by combining the measured position by the Portable Go robots and the position measured by the wheel odometry using the particle filter as shown in At the same time, pedestrians and obstacles are detected in the task space, and the proper trajectory is planned by the Navigation Stack in the ROS [26] . The Navigation Stack enables the personal mobility robot to avoid collisions with pedestrians and obstacles, which are placed even in blind areas from the personal mobility robot.
Navigation experiment
Expansion of ISE in N-ISE using Portable Go
ISE can be expanded locally and temporally in the N-ISE by using the Portable Go robots. Figure 13 shows the strategy to expand the ISE into N-ISE by using the Portable Go robots. First, the Portable Go robots are placed in the ISE (Fig. 13a) and the positions of all robots are identified by the optical tracking system (Fig. 2) . Next, the Portable Go robots start to move to the assigned positions, which are planned off-line, while identifying their position by the on-board laser range finder and the gyro using Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) [5] (Fig. 13b) . In addition, we utilizes the local planner based on the DWA (dynamic window approach) in the ROS navigation stack to avoid collision with obstacles such as pedestrians. When the robots reach their target positions, they rotate on their spots to identify their position precisely and then stop. Then, each Portable Go robot starts to monitor the assigned area by the on-board laser range finder and sends the measured information to the ROS-TMS (Fig. 13c) . Finally, the personal mobility robot starts to move from the ISE to the new ISE which is just created by the Portable Go robots (Fig. 13d) . Figure 14 shows the trajectories of 11 Portable Go robots from B-sen to the corridor in a N-ISE by autonomous driving. The deployment of the Portable Go needs 320 s in this experiment. The time required for the deployment is a disadvantage of this system. However, once the Portable Go robots deploy, we do not need to repeat it until the situation will be changed. Figure 15 shows the tracking results of pedestrians using the laser range finders on the Portable Go robots. The position information of pedestrians is sent to the database in ROS-TMS and used for collision avoidance by other mobile robots.
The problem of finding the optimum target positions of the Portable Go robots is closely related to an "art gallery problem (AGP)" [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] which is a problem of finding a minimal number of guards and their locations to monitor 13 The strategy for expanding the informationally structured environment (white) in the informationally unstructured environment (gray) by Portable Go robots. a All robots are in the informationally structured environment. b Portable Go robots start moving in the informationally unstructured environment. c Portable Go robots stop and start to monitor the assigned areas. Then, a new informationally structured environment is developed. d Personal mobility robot moves in the area monitored by Portable Go robots everywhere in a gallery. However, the problem definition in our case is slightly different from the AGP. For example, the number of the Portable Go robots is determined previously, it is not necessary to observe the whole area since the personal mobility robot can roughly estimate the current position by the odometry, and the Portable Go robots should be placed close to a wall or a pillar so as not to disturb the personal mobility robot and persons. More formally, A is a set of possible positions where the Portable Go robots can be placed and W ⊂ R 2 is a space that can be monitored from at least one Portable Go robot. The problem is to find the optimum positions P which maximize the space W.
This problem can be solved with a greedy algorithm [32] . In the following experiments, we define the target positions of the Portable Go robots manually while considering the accuracy of the odometry of the personal mobility robot.
Navigation of personal mobility robot
We carried out navigation experiments of the personal mobility robot moving from the B-sen to the corridor where the Portable Go robots were deployed.
First, the user gets into the personal mobility robot from a bed in the B-sen and the personal mobility robot starts to move to the door in the B-sen. In B-sen (Fig. 13a) , the optical tracking system (Fig. 2) is installed and the position of a retroreflective marker is measured with an accuracy that is less than 1 mm. By attaching several markers on the personal mobility robot (Fig. 11) , the position and orientation of the personal mobility robot can be measured at more than 10 Hz. The measured position is fused with the wheel odometry information taken by the Kalman filterm as explained in "Navigation system" section.
When the personal mobility robot passes through the door of the B-sen, the Portable Go robots start to navigate the personal mobility robot. The positions of the personal mobility robot and objects such as pedestrians are measured by the Portable Go robots and the personal mobility robot is navigated according to the measured data. As mentioned above, the personal mobility robot can be detected in the range data by the retroreflector board attached on the side of the wheels (Fig. 11) as follows. The range data of the personal mobility robot is extracted by using the strength of the reflected laser power. By applying collinear approximation to these points, the position and the orientation of a wheel and a body is determined. The position of the personal mobility robot is calculated by combining the measured position by the Portable Go robots and the position measured by the wheel odometry using the particle filter as explained in "Navigation system" section. Figure 16 shows the trajectory of the personal mobility robot in this experiment. In the B-sen, the personal mobility robot is guided by the optical tracking system (Fig. 17(1) − (3) ). In the corridor on the first and second floors where the Portable Go robots are deployed, the personal mobility robot moves from the B-sen to the front of the elevator through the corridor (Fig. 17(4) − (9) ). Getting on and off the elevator is done manually by the joy stick attached on the armrest of the personal mobility robot. Especially, according to the guidance by the Portable Go robots, the personal mobility robot can avoid to collide with a walking person without on-board sensors such as laser range finders (Fig. 17(5) − (7) ). On the first floor, the personal mobility robot is guided again by the Portable Go robots deployed beforehand in the same way as on the second floor, and moves to the gate of the building (Fig. 17(10) − (12) ). To prepare the ISE on the first floor, we carried the Portable Go robots from the second floor to the first floor by hand and the Portable Go robots started to deploy from the front of the elevator on the first floor. Finally, the personal mobility robot goes outdoors from the gate (Fig. 17(13) − (16) ). In this area, although the personal mobility robot moves by itself by using the on-board omni-directional laser scanner, this is out of scope of the paper. In the experiments, we set several target points along the entire route, such as the door from B-sen to the corridor, the front position of the elevator, the gate of the building, and the final goal in outdoor. When the personal mobility vehicle reaches these points, it changes the navigation system in Fig. 12 automatically.
Through the experiments, we verified the personal mobility robot goes out from the B-sen to the corridor and moves to the first floor by an elevator, and moves to the gate of the building without the collision with obstacles and unexpected stop according to the guidance by the Portable Go robots.
Next, we conducted the experiments for global path planning using Portable Go. After the Portable Go robots deployed in the second floor, we put some obstacles (human and box) in the corridor, which cannot be seen from the initial position of the personal mobility robot. In this situation, according to the information of obstacles obtained by the Portable Go robots, the ROS-TMS planned a detour route to the destination by avoiding the obstacles and guided the personal mobility robot safely as shown in Fig. 18 . 
